™

Pneumatic reversion system
Flips nozzles from side to side

TracFOG

25 gallon tank
Treats up to 500,000 sq. ft.

Dual adjustable nozzles
Direct nozzles for
optimal fogging

White tank
Visible solution volume

3-Point hitch
Well supported, easy to
connect to your tractor

Tall Nozzle Booms
Applies fog over
vegetable crops

PTO driven
No engine
to maintain

TracFOG 100

TF100A

The Dramm TracFOG* rapidly applies all formulations of
chemicals as a fog, treating great distances. The TracFOG
creates billions of ultra-fine particles that penetrate deep
into the plant canopy covering all surfaces, ensuring excellent control of greenhouse pests and diseases.
The TracFOG is a PTO driven fogger that mounts to a tractor using a 3-point hitch. Like the PulsFOG, the TracFOG
can cover very large areas very rapidly. Unlike the PulsFOG,
the air source is not combustion, so heat sensitive products
are safely applied without damage or a reduction in efficacy.
The TracFOG 100 has a 25 gallon (100 liter) tank and
can treat up to 500,000 square feet with a full tank. The
TracFOG can treat an acre of greenhouse in less than 10
minutes.

TF100GV

Hinged access panel
Maintenance is simple

There are two styles of TracFOG to choose from: the standard model (TF100A) and the greenhouse vegetable model
(TF100GV).
The standard unit has dual nozzles that can be positioned
to either side or both to the same side. A pneumatic
cylinder can reverse the direction of the nozzles if both are
positioned to the same side.
The greenhouse vegetable unit also has two nozzles but
positioned on long booms to reach above taller crops. As
with the standard unit, the nozzles may be positioned to
either side easily.
Both versions include a solenoid on each nozzle to allow
them to operate independently.

Specifications
Tank size - 100 Liter (25 gallon) 			
Electrical requirements - 12v DC, 2.2 AMP
Treatment area - Up to 500,000 sq. ft.
Mounting - 3-Point hitch		
				
Tractor requirements - 50HP with 540RPM clockwise rotation PTO
Includes Cardan PTO Drive Shaft, 50 cm with 1 3/8” quick release connectors and guard
*TracFOG is a product of PulsFOG®
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